An improved automated method for the measurement of thermal thresholds. 1. normal subjects
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SUMMARY Clinical tests of thermal sensation are poorly quantified and not strictly modality specific. Previous automated thermal testing systems have had limited usefulness with high intra- and inter-individual variability. This paper describes an automated thermal system (Glasgow system) which is an extensive modification of previous techniques to answer these criticisms. It comprises a microprocessor-driven Peltier element and utilises the forced choice method of psychophysical analysis to determine the thresholds to thermal stimulation. In a control group of 106 healthy subjects the mean heat threshold for the wrist was found to be 0·23°C (SD = 0·06°C) and the mean cold threshold 0·15°C (SD = 0·05°C). Repeated determinations showed a maximum of 5% intra-individual variation in comparison to previously reported values of up to 150%.

Clinical disorders of sensation are common in neurological practice and are assessed routinely at the bedside clinical examination. However, lack of sensitivity and quantitation limits the usefulness of these techniques. Early modifications of the clinical techniques of measurement of thermal sensation were inaccurate and insufficiently reproducible. Kershaw introduced a thermo-electric method employing the Peltier principle, where the direction of current flowing in a metal thermode caused either heating or cooling. The amount of current passed gave an accurate measure of the amplitude of the stimulus. In addition, the skin temperature beneath the stimulator could be maintained at a constant predetermined value ± 0·2°C. The technique was the first to apply the stimulus without tactile cues, countering the objection that tactile stimulation of slowly adapting mechanoreceptors could be the basis for appreciation of a cold stimulus. Later modifications included continuous water circulation through the element to maintain background skin temperature, allowing the heat pumping capacity of the thermode to be reserved exclusively for the test studies.

Simple measurements of thresholds were superseded by the “Marstock method” where the temperature interval between the perceptual thresholds for warm and cold stimuli was defined as the most sensitive index of neural abnormality. In this interval, the “warm-cold difference limen”, no thermal sensation is appreciated. These short-term studies were repeated over periods of minutes but longer term studies repeated over days showed an unsatisfactory intra-individual variation of up to 150% between estimations. This variability was attributed to central processing mechanisms although variation due to patient bias and reaction time had not been excluded.

The most recent studies have used automated control systems to operate the Peltier element and the “forced-choice” method of psychophysical analysis to exclude patient bias. However, no reports of intraindividual variation were included. This study was designed to modify the current techniques to improve sensitivity and reduce intra-individual variability to allow meaningful longitudinal studies of disorders of sensation.
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The Glasgow thermal system is made up of the following components: a thermode, a thermode interface unit (TIU) with a digital thermometer; a stimulus indicator, a microcomputer assembly; a waterbath with a thermostat; a visual display unit (VDU) with keyboard for communication with the computer (see simplified diagram, fig 1).

The stimulating thermode, with a surface area of 12.5 cm², is constructed from arrays of semiconducting thermo-electric elements operating by the Peltier principle. An aluminium block is mounted on the top of the thermode and is continuously perfused with circulating water at a constant temperature (34.0 ± 0.1°C) from the waterbath. The thermode surface, in contact with the skin, is heated or cooled according to the direction of the current. A thermocouple, bonded to the centre of the thermode, measures the temperature of the skin in contact with the thermode continuously. This is displayed by the digital thermometer on the TIU. The TIU contains a thermocouple amplifier with analogue to digital converter and a digital to analogue converter. The former measures and displays the skin temperature while the latter provides input to a power amplifier which drives the thermode.

The thermal stimulus output from the thermode is determined by three terms in the heat flow equation (1): The pumped Peltier heat [proportional to the current input (I)]. (2) The joule heat generated by the flow of the current through the thermode (proportional to F). (3) The heat leak back due to the difference in temperature between the junctions.

In order to maintain a specified constant power output level, it is necessary to calculate the thermode current continuously from the heat flow equation. This task is performed by the microcomputer once every 100 ms. During the sampling interval the current is constant (equal to zero if no stimulus is applied). At the end of this interval the error in the power output, due to change in temperature difference between junctions, is less than 1%. The duration of the stimulus is in multiples of the sampling intervals. A stimulus always starts and ends at the computer sampling times. The stimulus is graded by altering its duration while the power and thus the rate of change of temperature, is constant (see below).

The stimulus indicator is a small box with two light emitting diodes numbered 1 and 2 (fig 1). It is handed to the subject to watch during testing. In the testing procedure, each light is illuminated in sequence to indicate two separate time periods. During one of the periods there is a null stimulus while during the other a real stimulus is presented to the subject. The order of stimulus application is assigned randomly by the computer and is unknown to both the subject and the operator (it may be made known to the operator if desired). At the end of the trial, the subject must choose the period during which he felt the stimulus (that is forced-choice method)

The UDTR is modified in our technique so that initially, the stimulus duration, starting at 6 seconds, is reduced in steps of 1 second for each S until the first F which changes the direction upwards. It is after this first change in direction that the standard UDTR begins and the steps of change in stimulus duration are then of 100 ms. For the standard UDTR, programming is such that F, SF or SSFF causes a 100 ms change to a higher value while SSS or SSFS causes a 100 ms change to a lower value. After six changes in direction (excluding the first one following the initial large steps) the threshold is calculated as the mean of the points of change in direction. The threshold value is given as the change from the basic skin temperature and...
displayed on the VDU. Figure 2 shows a typical series of trials. The average number of trials needed to determine one threshold for one site was 15 (that is lasting about nine minutes). The UDTR could be started from one to nine seconds stimulus duration. In all of the normal subjects the test was started from one second stimulus duration. These modifications have two important advantages. First they allow a fast approach to the threshold level and reduce the test time considerably and secondly, they provide up to 90 levels of stimulus duration. This makes the technique very precise in determining the threshold value. In another automated method using UDTR re 21 levels of stimulus intensity are available, many normal people fall outside the available range.11,12 The microcomputer system not only controls the thermode current but also runs the forced-choice trials and the modified UDTR.

There are certain critical aspects of the apparatus design that require further descriptions. These are as follows:

1. **Thermode size.** The Peltier based thermode stimulating area of 12.5 cm² (25 mm × 50 mm) was selected as the most suitable for the skin sites examined. The variability of thermal thresholds increases with small sized probes15 and complete contact with the skin is difficult with larger probes.

2. **Thermode application.** The thermode pressure on underlying skin was standardised at all sites in all subjects by adding a fixed weight to the thermode. The total mass of the thermode and the additional weight was 350 g. The alteration of the cutaneous circulation caused by the application of the thermode was thought to be negligible (fig 1).

3. **Initial skin temperature.** The initial skin temperature under the probe was always kept between 34–35°C. In a few cases this was only achieved by changing the temperature of the circulating water. This is important as variation in the initial skin temperature causes variability in the thermal thresholds.13,15 At this chosen range (34–35°C) the influence on thermal thresholds is minimal and complete and quick adaptation to temperature sensation occurs.13,15

4. **Rate of change of temperature.** The rate of change of temperature was kept constant throughout in all sites and all the subjects. Thermal thresholds, the peak discharge frequency and the cumulative number of impulses in warm nerve fibre units from human skin vary considerably with variations of rate of temperature change.1,3,10,14–24 The effect of this rate change is variable in different people.1 The variation in thermal thresholds and impulse discharge frequency are at their lowest between 0·5–1·5°C/s and greatest at rates below 0·1°C/s.2,10,25 A rate of change of 1°C/s which is the middle of the preferred range, was selected as most suitable for human skin areas and could be maintained fairly constant over a wide range of skin temperatures with the thermod used.

The selected rate approaches conditions of daily experience with thermal sensation.22 With a rate of 1°C/s, the numerical value of change of skin temperature in °C is equal to the duration of stimulus application in seconds.

5. **Calibration of the thermode.** The thermode is calibrated on each application in all the subjects. The exact power (and hence the current) needed to obtain a rate of 1°C/s is calculated. Heat transfer and exchange in the skin depend not only on the power applied but also on the physical properties of the skin (see below). The power needed to give the same rate (1°C/s) of temperature change ranged between 2800–4200 mW being higher for the ankle and lower for the wrist and forearm.

6. **Stimulus sites.** Four different sites for thermal stimulation on the right side were used: (a) The volar aspect of the wrist just proximal to the distal wrist crease, (b) The medial aspect of the ankle where the lower edge of the probe lies posterior to the medial malleolus, (c) The volar aspect of the mid-forearm, (d) The anterior aspect of the thigh midway between the anterior superior iliac spine and the tip of the patella. In order to study contralateral variations, the homologous site on the left forearm was also tested.

Thermal properties of the skin show marked variations between sites leading to differences in the thermal sensitivity of the skin of these sites.25–30 These regional variations are greatest at threshold levels.30 The amount of energy transferred to the receptor zone determines thermal sensation1 which in turn depends on skin thermal conductivity.23,30 This varies with its physical architecture, chemical and fluid composition, homogeneity of various skin layers, initial skin temperature and most important of all, the epidermal thickness.27,31 The thicker the epidermis, which acts as an insulating layer, the greater is the resistance against heat transfer to the receptor zone.25,32 Epidermal thickness varies considerably between sites and from individual to individual.31 At the volar aspect of the wrist and forearm (sites (a) and (c)) the epidermis is relatively thin with only negligible interindividual variation.21

**Subjects and methods**

One hundred and six healthy control subjects, aged between 6–73 (mean = 33, SD = 17 years), all free of neurological illness and none taking drugs or excessive quantities of alcohol were examined. Of these 45 were male and 61 female. None of them had previous experience of sensory testing. The tests were carried out in a quiet room at a constant temperature of 22 ± 2°C. Five sites as described were studied in each patient. The subject was placed in a comfortable position so that the thermode and the weight, taped in place, acted perpendicularly on the site tested. Each subject was placed such that he/she could not see the VDU screen or the digital thermometer on the TIU. All measurements were carried out by the same person (G AJ). The subject was then handed the stimulus indicator and instructed that the two lights would illuminate in sequence at intervals of 30 seconds. With one of the lights a hot (or cold) stimulus would be applied, immediately following which the subject was forced to choose in which time period the stimulus occurred. Whenever felt necessary, a short demonstration of the test was carried out. Heat Threshold (HT) was determined first followed by Cold Threshold (CT). Some subjects were tested for all sites in the morning (n = 39), others in the afternoon (n = 35) while a third group was tested during
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Table 1  Thermal threshold values for 106 normal subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Type of threshold</th>
<th>Mean °C</th>
<th>Standard deviation °C</th>
<th>Upper limit of normal (99% CL) °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HT = heat threshold  CT = cold threshold

These threshold values represent the change from the basic skin temperature.

Both HT and CT determinations were repeated in the right forearm three times at intervals of 24 hours (between the first and the second) and more than two weeks (between the first and the third). In some cases the second interval was up to two months. These intervals were chosen to assess the short and long term reproducibility of the threshold measurement.

Results

Table 1 summarises the results of thermal threshold values given as the deviation from basic skin temperature with mean, standard deviation (SD) and 99% upper confidence limit for the various sites tested. The normal mean HT for the wrist was 0-23°C (SD = 0.06°C). The CT was 0-15°C (SD = 0.05°C).

(1) There was no significant difference in the thermal thresholds between males and females. (2) Both the mean HT and CT and respective SD showed a trend to increase with age at the ankle (fig 3A, B). Many older subjects, however, were as sensitive as younger subjects. There was also a significant linear increase of these thresholds with age for the wrist CT (r = 0.321; p < 0.001) but not in the case of wrist HT (r = 0.017; NS). In 80 subjects above the age of 20 years, the leg length measured from the anterior superior iliac spine to the tip of the medial malleolus did not correlate with HT (r = 0.0225) or CT (r = 0.195). As expected, there was also no correlation between age and leg length (r = 0.0249). Subjects above age 20 were selected for this correlation because of the epiphyseal closure after which minimal growth of the leg length occurs. (3) The results of repeated determinations performed on the right forearm are summarised in table 2. The largest deviation from the initial determinations was 5%. Analysis of variance of heat threshold determination showed significant difference only between the first and the third test two or more weeks later (p < 0.01). However, the difference between the first and the third test for HT was approximately one third of the smallest available step in stimulus intensity (see Design). This small change is of no practical significance in the implementation of the technique. No significant difference was noticed between the first and second testings for heat threshold and between first, second and third testings for cold thresholds (table 2). There was a weak trend towards lower values with consecutive determinations of both HT and CT values. (4) After the initial three determinations were done, a further 17 were undertaken daily on two subjects. The range of variation in threshold values was 0 to 0-03 °C corresponding to a coefficient of variation of 0 to 6%. This is also much less than the smallest available step in stimulus duration. (5) There was no significant correlation between age and the intraindividual variation in the right forearm HT expressed as the difference between first and third determinations (r = 0.189). (6) There was no significant difference between thermal threshold measured at different times of the day
OBTAINED BY THE CONSISTENTLY IDENTICAL PROBE. THE MEASURED THRESHOLD WAS THEREFORE GREATER THAN THE REAL THRESHOLD BY THE HEAT PRODUCED OVER THAT TIME INTERVAL. IN OUR METHOD, WHERE THE TIME OF APPLICATION OF HEAT IS PREDETERMINED BY THE COMPUTER, THIS PROBLEM DOES NOT ArISE.

WE HAVE FOUND THAT THERMAL THRESHOLDS VARIED ONLY SLIGHTLY BETWEEN WRIST, FOREARM AND THIGH (TABLE 2). THE SDs WERE ALMOST HALF THE SMALLEST STEP IN THE STIMULUS INTENSITY. ANKLE HT AND TO A LESSER EXTENT CT WERE HIGHER THAN ELSEWHERE. THE REASONS FOR THIS INCREASE ARE NOT KNOWN. WE HAVE ALREADY SHOWN THAT LEG LENGTH DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE IN THIS CONTEXT. THERMAL THRESHOLDS ARE KNOWN TO VARY IN DIFFERENT SITES. THE SKIN OF THE CALF HAS BEEN FOUND TO BE THE LEAST SENSITIVE ESPECIALLY AT Threshold LEVELS. THIS MAY BE DUE TO DIFFERENCES IN THE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE SKIN. A CONSIDERABLE VARIATION IN THE DENSITY OF THERMAL RECEPTORS FROM ONE REGION OF THE SKIN TO ANOTHER HAS BEEN REPORTED. THE DENSITY OF THE HEAT RECEPTORS IS ABSOLUTELY LESS BUT THEIR VARIABILITY IS GREATER THAN THAT OF THE COLD RECEPTOR. IF THESE THERMAL RECEPTORS ARE PRESENT IN A LOWER DENSITY DISTALLY, SUCH MIGHT EXPLAIN THE HIGHER THRESHOLDS AT ANKLE. IT ALSO REMAINS POSSIBLE THAT CENTRAL PROCESSING INFLUENCES TEMPERATURE APPRECIATION AT DIFFERENT SITES.

THE INTER-INDIVIDUAL VARIATION BY OUR TECHNIQUE REMAINS SMALL (TABLE 1), EVEN AT THE ANKLE WHERE VARIABILITY IS GREATEST, COMPARED WITH THE VARIATION IN THE MARSTOCK METHOD. IN THEIR AUTOMATED METHOD Dyck et al.11,12 HAVE NOT PRODUCED FIGURES FOR THIS VARIABILITY, BUT ANALYSIS OF THEIR RESULTS SUGGESTS THAT IT IS INDEED LARGE. WE HAVE EXTRACTED DATA FROM THEIR GRAPH OF NORMAL THERMAL-COOLING THRESHOLDS AT FOOT WHERE THE RANGE OF VALUES AT THE AGES BETWEEN 10–20 YEARS ARE FROM 0-2 TO 4°C AND AT THE AGES BETWEEN 60–70 YEARS FROM 0-3 TO 8°C. THE ANKLE CT RANGE OF VALUES FOR THE CORRESPONDING AGE GROUPS WITH OUR TECHNIQUE ARE 0-05–0-25°C AND 0-15–0-37°C RESPECTIVELY.

THE INCREASE OF THERMAL THRESHOLDS WITH AGE (FIGURE 3A, B) IS EXPECTED AND HAS BEEN REPORTED IN OTHER STUDIES. THIS MAY BE DUE TO A PROGRESSIVE REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF NERVE FIBRES WITH AGE, AND/OR A DECREASE IN THE NUMBER OF RECEPTORS PER NERVE FIBRE. ALTERNATIVELY, CHANGES IN THE FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF THESE FIBRES AND/OR END ORGANS IN THE ABSENCE OF STRUCTURAL CHANGES MAY BE OF IMPORTANCE. THE INCREASE IN THERMAL THRESHOLDS WITH AGE WAS GREATEST AT THE ANKLE.

INTRA-INDIVIDUAL VARIATION FOR CT WAS NEGligible (TABLE 2). A SLIGHT BUT STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT VARIATION OF HT BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THIRD TEST, DONE TWO OR MORE WEEKS LATER, WAS NOTED (P < 0-01) BUT NOT BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND OR THE SECOND AND THIRD. HOWEVER, THE GREATEST CHANGE OBSERVED WAS LESS THAN 5%, MUCH LESS THAN THOSE REPORTED IN OTHER STUDIES WHERE DIFFERENCES OF UP TO 150% WERE FOUND. THIS SMALL INTRA-INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN OUR TECHNIQUE, WHICH WAS LESS THAN 15% OF THE SD AND SMALLER THAN THE SMALLEST STEP IN STIMULUS INTENSITY, IS UNLIKELY TO INFLUENCE THE USEFULNESS OF THE TECHNIQUE FOR LONGITUDINAL FOLLOW UP OF PATIENTS. THE CHANGES WERE ALWAYS TOWARDS LOWER VALUES, PERHAPS SUGGESTING THAT A LEARNING PROCESS IS OPERATIVE.
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individual variability in the technique most closely related to ours\(^{1,12}\) is not reported.

The main advantages of the Glasgow method over others in the literature are as follows: (1) the intensity of the thermal stimulus is varied by altering the stimulus duration. The rate of change of temperature is constant throughout at 1\(^{\circ}\)C/s, (2) The thermode is calibrated at each site in each subject to measure the exact amount of power required to obtain a rate of temperature change of 1\(^{\circ}\)C/s. This reduces errors due to differences in the thermal properties of the skin at different sites, (3) The thermode pressure on the underlying skin is standardised at all sites, (4) The larger probe reduces the variability of the response,\(^ {13}\) (5) The skin sites chosen are those with the smallest variability in thermal properties, (6) The initial skin temperature under the probe is always in the range of 34\(^{\circ}\)–35\(^{\circ}\)C. This significantly reduces variability in thermal thresholds.\(^ {15-17}\) (7) Threshold determinations take a short time (15–20 minutes for both HT and CT determinations at one site).

We anticipate that this technique will have a wide application in the assessment of function in the thermal pathways and in the study of clinical and subclinical abnormalities of thermal sensation. It will also be valuable in the serial follow up of patients to monitor the progress or the response of an illness to a treatment regimen.
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